Memorandum on the Line

(The universe depends on the exponent depends on the exponent)
(People should discard their numbers)
(Quietly adopt me as the proton of an electron)

Spectral

X-axis  Y-axis  Z-axis

Regulation of speed etc. for example if it is certain that light escapes at 300,000 km per second then it is most likely impossible that the invention of people are unable to escape at 600,000 km per second. And if you multiply that by how many tens hundreds thousands millions billions trillions then we can see the truths of several tens hundreds thousands millions billions trillions of years of the ancient past, and then do we consider it something that constantly decays, an atom is an atom is an atom is an atom, do physiological effects mutate, an atom is not an atom is not an atom is not an atom, does radiation mean decay, that people live through an eternal eternity means that life is not living nor is it life but it is light and it is it is.

Sense of taste of sense of smell and sense of smell of sense of taste

(Birth dependent on despair for the solid)
(Birth dependent on despair for movement)
(When the earth is an empty nest I am so nostalgic for feudal times my eyes well up)

1931, 5, 31, 9, 11
Memorandum on the Line
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Intersection of two lines A
Intersection of three lines B
Intersection of multiple lines C
(The convex lens converges the rays of the sun into a point that burns up brilliantly, the sheer chance of the beginning of the world was above all the layer made between one atmospheric layer and another layer and there is pleasure in thinking of the fact of not being the thing that makes it a convex lens, isn’t geometry like playing with a convex-lens-like fire, today when Euclid is dead the point of convergence for Euclid was everywhere prompting the danger of prompting the greatest convergence action of the enumeration of the convergence action that burned the brains of humanity like dead grass and, O people despair, O people be born, O people be born, O people despair.)

1931, 9, 11
\[ \therefore P_n = n(n-1)(n-2) \ldots \ldots (n-n+1) \]

(The brain opened into a circle like a folding fan, then rotated completely)
A bullet sped through the cylinder (correction of the logical fallacy that the bullet sped through in a straight line)

Hexagonal sugar (a.k.a. sugarcubes)

The spongy fillings of the waterfall (literary interpretation of the waterfall)

1931, 9, 12